This device can also be used for research into disorientating and confusing animals and insects that use the earth’s magnetic field for behavioral patterns, navigation and migration, mating, and other functions. Some researchers claim to have found effects on plant growth using certain frequencies and power levels.

Certain combinations of polarity and pulse repetition rates have also been said to disorient and confuse people. Use caution if employing for these applications.

The following list of pulse frequencies was provided from www.elixa.com/light/nogier.html, and is not a result of our own research. These frequencies are claimed to be used as healing—and experimental—tools in pulsed magnetic force therapy. We make no claims as to the veracity of this information, and this is not a complete list, as research is ongoing.

Normalize Adrenal Function 1335 Hz
Normalize Pituitary Function 635 Hz
Stimulate Increased / Normalized HGH Production [Pituitary] 1725 Hz, 645 Hz, 1342 Hz
Stimulate Normal Pineal Function 480 Hz
Stimulate Normalized Hypothalamus Function 1534 Hz, 1413 Hz, 1351 Hz
Normalize Endocrine System Function 1537 Hz
Stimulate / Normalize Immune System Function 835 Hz
Stimulate Normal Colon Function 635 Hz
Stimulate Normal Thyroid Function 763 Hz
Normalize Progesterone Levels; (in sequence) 763 Hz, 1446 Hz, 1443 Hz, 763 Hz
Normalize Estrogen Production Levels: male & female 1351 Hz
Normalize Testosterone Production Levels: Male 1444 Hz
Normalize Testosterone Production Levels: Female 1445 Hz
Stimulate Normal Pancreas Function 654 Hz
Stimulate Normal Liver Function 751 Hz
Stimulate Normal Kidney Function 623 Hz
Stimulate Normal Heart Function 696 Hz
Normalize Blood Pressure 15 Hz
Stimulate Normal Nervous System Function 764 Hz
Stimulate Normal Lymph System Function 676 Hz
Stimulate Increased Lymph System Circulation 15 Hz (15.2 Hz)
Stimulate Normalized Blood Circulation 337 Hz
Stimulate Increased Blood Flow / Circulation 17 Hz
Normalize Red Blood Cell Production 1524 Hz
Normalize White Blood Cell Production 1434 Hz
Normalize Hemoglobin Production 2452 Hz
Stimulate the Reinforcement of DNA Integrity 528 Hz
Stimulate the Reinforcement of RNA Integrity 637 Hz
Stimulate Clarity of Thought / Mental Function 35 Hz
Stimulate the Stabilization of Emotional States 15 Hz
Stimulate the Clearing of Emotional Trauma / Energy Blocks 15 Hz
Stimulate the Balancing Of Spiritual Well-Being 1565 Hz
Reduce Chemical Sensitivity 443 Hz
Reduce Electrical Sensitivity 657 Hz
Stimulate the Normalization of Calcium Metabolism 326 Hz
Stimulate Repair / Healing of Nerve Damage 578 Hz, 764 Hz, 657 Hz, (also try 2.0 Hz, 657 Hz, 10,000 Hz, and 5,000 Hz?)
Stimulate the Healing Of Bones 7.0 Hz
Stimulate the Healing Of Ligaments 9.7 Hz
Stimulate the Healing Of Muscles 13.5 Hz
Stimulate the healing of Capillaries 15.2 Hz
Reduce Swelling of Herniated Disc 25.4 Hz; 326 Hz, 15.2 Hz
Reduce Excess Fluid Retention in Joints & Tissues 15.2 Hz, 24.3 Hz
Reduce General Back Pain (Fibromyalgia) 326 Hz to 328 Hz
Stimulate Inorganic Production (stroke recovery, etc.) 2642 Hz
Accelerate the healing & clearing of scarring 5.9 Hz
Accelerate Healing of injuries and Surgeries; Promote Regeneration 47 Hz
Reduced effects of Diabetic Neuropathy 73 Hz

Pulsed Electromagnetic Therapy is also becoming recognized by ‘orthodox’ medicine, and making appearances in the mainstream, such as on NBC’s “The Dr. Oz Show” (outtakes of which can be seen at www.magnetictherapywerx.com, or do a YouTube search for “pulsed electromagnetic therapy”).

CIRCUIT OPERATION